THE FRENCH CONNECTION
The WRINGTON TWINNING ASSOCIATION
Twinned with VILLENEUVE-LÈS-BÉZIERS, Hérault

Recent visit to Villeneuve from Wrington
Recent visit from Villeneuve to Wrington

Villeneuve-Lès-Béziers means New Town near Béziers but in reality it is a
very old settlement. It lies on the Canal du Midi near the end of its journey
towards the Mediterranean. It is situated between Béziers and the sea
which is only 10 minutes away. See the centre of the map

THE CANAL du MIDI
• Canal de Garonne + Canal du Midi (CdM)
=

Canal des Deux Mers (CdDM) –

Atlantic to the Med
• The CdDM stetches from Bordeaux to
Sète at the end of L’Etang de Thau
• CdM is from Toulouse to Sète
• UNESCO World Heritage site
• Romans & Charlemagne thought about it
• Louis XIV’s Tax Collector –Pierre-Paul
Riquet (PPR) organized its construction
• 1667 -1681 12,000 labourers
• PPR died leaving huge debts!

• Part of an extensive French canal network

In October 10 people travelled from Wrington to Villeneuve to be there
when England played France in the Rugby World Cup (& to celebrate the
birthday of our Treasurer JANET). Unfortunately the match was cancelled
because of the typhoons! However, a good time was had by ALL! The
visitors arrived in Villeneuve on a Friday………
The best way to arrive in Villeneuve is by boat because the centre of
Villenuve is near the quay on the Canal du Midi. We arrived by road, rail
and bicycle

Unlike most other communes along the length of the canal no charge is
made for short term mooring

Permanently moored at the quay is this wooden boat which is the Tourist
Office!

This is the bridge over the lock and canal – note the Union Jack

Right beside the bridge is the Maison du Canal which was the residence for
several of the visitors

And this is the courtyard in the Maison du Canal where some enjoyed their
first refreshments in Villeneuve! The lady standing on the right is the
landlady Nathalie who runs a superb AirBnB

Just round the corner is Villeneuve’s very modest council offices and
mayor’s parlour, the Hôtel de Ville!

Below is a picture of the PLACE at night which gives some idea of its size

Here in 2016 Tom Vowles and Jo Dean of The Redhillbillies performed at
Villneuve’s Fête de la Musique and received an outstanding reception. The
later formal reviews were glowing

Alongside the Hôtel de Ville stands a fine war memorial topped by a
traditional statue of bare breasted Marianne

Further up the PLACE is this amazing mural

At the top of the PLACE you enter the old part of Villeneuve and this is a
typical alley

Across the canal from the quay is an up-market pizzeria called La Crémade

And this is where most gathered for a late meal on the Friday evening
under the stars

On Saturday, because the rugby match had been cancelled, we went our
separate ways and here are several of the Wringtonians at a wine cooperative, again just over the canal, to purchase the odd bottle
NB This location is pictured later!

In the afternoon we played boules against a Villeneuve team, and we have
to admit that we were outclassed – but it was good fun

On Saturday evening we repaired to Les Enfants Terribles, which is at the
top of the PLACE, for the main meal of our visit. This is a view of the
seating outside (very busy) but we had a table inside

Below, on the right is Nathalie. She & her brother own the hotel &
restaurant. The brother & sister are Les Enfants Terribles

Here are some examples of the excellent food

This is the moment when the Birthday Girl Janet receives her birthday cake

And this is the Entente Cordiale (or is it the wine?) between one un-named
visitor on the right and Lucyle representing Villeneuve

On Sunday morning we met some Villeneuvois (residents of Villeneuve) at
Les Enfants Terribles for a chat before heading into Béziers on a bus for
lunch and a look round – the bus fare was an extortionate 1 Euro
This is at the top of the main street in Béziers

Another beautiful mural and one visitor stroking the dog!

And later on Sunday we made our separate ways back home leaving the
lovely beaches behind us for another day!

BUT THAT WAS NOT THE END!

The following Friday the Villeneuvois we had met on Sunday morning at
Les Enfants Terribles arrived at Bristol airport with a third person. They
had already booked their flights to Bristol before knowing we were visiting
Villeneuve!

The Visitors From Villeneuve

Céline DUBOIS
Jérôme FABRE
Fabrice SOLANS
As they were due to arrive at about 5 pm on the Friday evening we invited
them to join a group of Wringtonians at the Plough Inn for a meal before
they made their way to their accommodation. This they did and here are
some candid shots!

Here we have Céline, a singer, dancer and stand up comic Artiste, front
right, Annabel our Chair looking very worried in the centre and in the
background someone more interested in his wine!

Below we have Jill Rawlins, Chair of the Parish Council, second left and
first left Margaret Hancock, star of the French conversation groups

Here we have Jérôme contemplating his food and a pint of Guinness!

No photo of Fabrice here but it was a very convivial evening, which they all
enjoyed, and our visitors arranged to meet on Saturday morning at the
Golden Lion to watch France play Wales in the Rugby World Cup
And here we are early the following morning with in the left picture Fabrice
on the left and our intrepid (mad?) cyclist Phil Parker. In the right picture
we have an excited crowd of opposing supporters

Sadly, in the match a French player lost his temper and in full view of
crowd and TV cameras violently assaulted a Welsh player. This excitable
Frenchman was given a red card and sent off! France lost the game by 1
point! Quel dommage …

However, the visitors refused to be downhearted and with some
Wringtonians posed for a group photograph beside a Wrington Twinning
sign

Later our visitors went to Aldwyck Court vineyard with our Chair Annabel
and were most impressed by this English enterprise

They then went touring on their own and visited first of all our local church

We do not know in detail where they went during the rest of Saturday and
Sunday but they visited Bristol. Here we have Céline bemused by a
traditional phone box!

This is Jérôme with a Harry Potter wand he bought for his son

And finally they visited the Matthew before heading back to their
accommodation

They returned to Villeneuve on the Monday

À BIENTÔT!

THE
FOLLOWING
WEEK!
The people of Villeneuve and the Languedoc Roussillon region had been
complaining about the lack of rain and the effect of a drought on the grape
harvest! And then …….the DELUGE

Here is the co-operative winery you saw earlier

This is an adjacent road

A nearby Car Park!

This is the Villeneuve lock on the Canal du Midi – in normal circumstances
several metres of wall of the lock would be visible

And the picture below is even more dramatic and speaks for itself – the
Canal du Midi has taken over

VILLENEUVE HAS BEEN
DEVASTATED AND A MAJOR
DISASTER WAS DECLARED – SOME
PEOPLE HAVE LOST EVERYTHING
AND IT WILL TAKE A LONG TIME TO
RECOVER
Despite all this we and our friends in Villeneuve
have created a WhatsApp group to facilitate
communications and stay in touch. Many friendly
messages were exchanged over the festive
period. Long may it last!

WE SEND OUR VERY BEST WISHES
TO THE VILLENEUVEVOIS FOR
BETTER FORTUNE IN 2020

